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Abstract 
A rather general method of constructing T,-completions of a quasi-uniform space is 
given. Using it we show that a sufficient condition for a quasi-uniform space to have a 
T,-completion is that the quasi-uniformity contains a compatible uniformity. A necessary 
condition is also found: if 9 is a Cauchy filter, U E ‘T and x E X, then there are 
F E S, V, WE 7, V symmetric, such that {z E F : 3y E W[ F] such that (x, y), (y, z) E V} 
c U[x]. For locally compact spaces the method can be modified in order to obtain 
quasi-uniform T,-compactifications. 
Keywords: Quasi-uniform space; Completion; Completeness; Uniformly regular; Compactifi- 
cation 
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0. Introduction 
A completion of a quasi-uniform space (X, y) is a complete quasi-uniform 
space (Y, W) that has a dense subspace quasi-isomorphic to (X, y). As shown in 
[lo, p. 671 every quasi-uniform space has a trivial completion; hence it is necessary 
to require a certain separation property for the completion. A rather weak 
separation property is the Z’,-axiom which states that every point is closed. Ward 
has shown that every point-symmetric (cf. Definition 1.2) quasi-uniform Tr-space 
has a Tr-completion, see [261 or [lo, p. 681. We improve this result: if CV is 
point-symmetric then for every cardinality K there exists a 7’,-completion of X 
with a cardinality of at least K. Moreover, the Tr-completion is point-symmetric if 
X is locally compact. 
In [lo, p. 711 it is asked which quasi-uniform spaces have a T,-completion. Our 
main result gives a rather general sufficient condition: if (X, 9-1 is a quasi-uniform 
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T,-space containing a compatible uniformity ‘22 then there exists a T,-completion. 
Recall that two quasi-uniformities are compatible if they induce the same topology. 
As a consequence we obtain that every noncompact uniform T,-space has a 
T,-completion which is different from the usual uniform completion. It follows also 
from our results that the finest uniformity and the finest quasi-uniformity on a 
completely regular T,-space X have a Z’,-completion exactly of the cardinality of 
the Stone-Tech compactification p(X). 
Throughout, we use the techniques of nonstandard analysis. Nonstandard 
analysis, as developed by A. Robinson and W.A.J. Luxemburg, is usually formu- 
lated in the framework of superstructures. Starting with a ground set X one 
defines Pa(X) :=X and inductively P,z+ ,(X> :=3$(X> ~9(9$(X)> where 9(Y > 
denotes the power set of Y. Then PU(X> := lJ ,,,,g,,(X) is called the superstmc- 
ture of the set X. Nonstandard analysis can be formulated in an axiomatic way 
avoiding a specific construction of a nonstandard model. In this framework it is 
assumed that there exists an extension *X of the set X and a mapping * : Pm(X) 
-tgU(*X) which obeys two principles, the first of them being the transfer 
principle: for every A,, . . . , A, EL?,,,(X) and every bounded quantifier statement 
@(X t,. . . , x,) the statement @(A,, . . . , A,) holds if and only if @(*A,, . . . , *A,) 
holds (for details see [12] or the excellent survey [2]). Moreover an object A E 
gw( *X) is called internal if A E *B for some B &Pm(X). The second principle is 
K-saturation where K is a given cardinal: if ( AJi E I is a collection of internal sets 
having the finite intersection property and if the index set Z has a cardinal@ less 
than K then 0 i E ,Ai # 1. Note that K can be chosen in advance, and we shall 
always require that K 2 ( Pm(X) 1. The uniqueness of “X is never an issue, and in 
fact, if X is infinite, there is always a proper class of spaces which satisfy the 
properties of *X. The reader is referred to [18,19] to develop a further familiarity 
with the nonstandard theory of uniform spaces. 
The paper consists of six sections. At the beginning of the first section we 
present some basic definitions. The main result of Section 1 is a new necessary 
condition for the existence of a Z’,-completion. For a precompact space (X, %‘“l 
this condition is equivalent to the local symmetry of y, cf. Definition 1.2. 
In the second section we discuss a very natural quasi-uniformity 9 on the 
nonstandard model *X. If (X, V) is a uniform space it is a well-known fact that 
the corresponding uniformity 9 on the nonstandard model *X yields the comple- 
tion of the uniformity, cf. [18, p. 791. We show that the (obvious) analogue in the 
class of all quasi-uniformities fails to yield the desired completion; later we use a 
modification of this quasi-uniformity to prove the main results. 
In the third section we present our main results. We define a quasi-uniformity 
p&X) on the nonstandard model *X (or on appropriate subspaces S C *X1 
depending on the given quasi-uniformity r and a compatible quasi-uniformity 
%c ?C This construction gives the above-mentioned results. Moreover we show 
that the Z’,-completion is very often not regular. Recall that X is regular if every 
closed set and every point outside of it can be separated by open sets. 
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Then we discuss the properties of a further modification of pz(X) which will 
be denoted by I%< *Xl. This quasi-uniformity can be used to construct a variety of 
Hausdorff compactifications for a locally compact space. More precisely, we prove 
that every topological compactification (with a certain necessary condition) can be 
seen as a quasi-uniform compactification; for the precise definitions see Section 4. 
In the fifth section we discuss a modification of F%(X) which yields Ti-comple- 
tions for a more general class of quasi-uniform spaces as in Section 3. 
In the last section we discuss problems arising with the concept of D-complete- 
ness introduced by Doitchinov. Inspired by [5] we show that a totally bounded 
space (X, 7) has a uniformly regular D-completion if and only if ‘P” is a 
uniformity (for definitions see Section 6). Moreover we give a nonstandard crite- 
rion for Cauchy boundedness. Some related questions are discussed and some 
nonstandard proofs of known results are also given. 
1. A necessary condition for the existence of a T,-completion 
In order to hold the paper self-contained we first collect some basic definitions. 
In the sequel we always assume that (X, 77-1 be a quasi-uniform space. The 
induced topology of V is denoted by 7(V). As usual I/ 0 I/ is the set {(x, z) E X x 
x: ey EX)KX, Y), (Y, 2) E VI). 
Definition 1.1. A Cauchy filter 9 is a filter on X such that for every V/E Y there 
exists x EX with V[xl E 97 The space (X, 7) is complete if every Cauchy filter 
has an adherent point with respect to the induced topology r(V). The space 
(X, 7) is convergence complete if every Cauchy filter converges. 
Definition 1.2. A quasi-uniform space is point-symmetric if for each x E X, U E 7 
there exists a symmetric VE 7 with Vtxl c U[xl. The space is locally symmetric if 
for every x E X, U E 7 there exists a symmetric VE Y” with I/ 0 V[ xl c U[x]. 
Moreover (X, Y-1 is precompact if for every V E V there exists xi,. . . , x, E X 
with XC U ~=iV[xil. The space is totally bounded if for every T/E 7 there exists a 
covering A,, . . . , A, of X such that A,xA,cV for all i= l,...,n. 
It is well known that (X, 7) is totally bounded iff the uniformity TV T 1 
(generated by {Vn T/-i : V’E z”)) is totally bounded. Moreover a totally bounded 
space is precompact but the converse is generally not true. Sometimes we use the 
fact that (X, V) is point-symmetric iff ~(ctr) c T(V ‘). Finally we need 
Definition 1.3. Let T,, be a base of a topology T on a set X. Then 9a(~a) denotes 
the quasi-uniformity generated by the sets S, := U x U U (X\ U) XX with U E T@. 
If 7 = TV we call 9 :=9b(~) the Pervin quasi-uniformity. 
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Fundamental in nonstandard analysis is the notion of a monad of a filter (cf. 
mm: 
Definition 1.4. If 9 is a filter on a set X then m(F) := fl FE9* F is called the 
monad of the filter SC If 57 is a quasi-uniformity then Y is a filter on the set 
XxX and we obtain the monad ++= m(Y) = n V E Y* Vc *XX *X of the filter 
7. We say that y E *X is infinitesimally near to x E *X, more briefly y =V x, if 
(x7 Y) E I-+-_, or equivalently, (x, y) E * V for all VE 7. 
An important (well-known) consequence of the saturation principle is the 
following 
Theorem 1.5. Let 9 be a filter. Then there exists F E *9 such that F c m(9). 
Proof. Obviously S, := (G E 5’7 G c F} is nonempty for each F E 9. By the 
transfer principle we have *S, = {G E *F: G c *F]. Since the system ( *SFjFE 9 
has the finite intersection property there exists G E fl FES*SF by K-saturation 
(our global assumption, as noted in the introduction, is that K > I L~‘JX> 1, so 
certainly K z I 9 I). 0 
It is well known that the relation =“y is reflexive, symmetric, transitive 
respectively if and only if the filter Y has the corresponding property, cf. [19,22]. 
Proposition 1.6. Let (X, V) be a quasi-uniform space. Then the following assertions 
hold: 
(a) X is point-symmetric iff *x =v y implies y zY* x for all y E *X and for all 
XEX. 
(b) Xis locally symmetric iffy =Y z and y zY*x imply z zv’x for ally, z E *X 
and for all x E X. 
Proof. We only prove (b) since (a) is very similar (and easier). Let L’E Y and 
choose WE Y symmetric with Wo W[x] c V[x]. If y z7 z we have (z, y) E * W 
and therefore (y, Z)E *W. Since (*x, y)~ *W we obtain ZE *Wo*W[*xlc 
* V[ *xl. Since V/E Y is arbitrary we have z zY*x. For the converse choose 
WON *V with W,C~~, cf. Theorem 1.5. Then W := W, U W;’ is symmetric. By 
an appeal to the transfer principle it suffices to show that W 0 W[ *xl c * V[ *xl for 
every I/E Y. For z E Wo W[ *xl there exists y E *X with (*x, y>, (y, z> E W. It 
follows that y =V *x:thisisobviousinthecaseof(*x, Y>E *W,.If(*x, Y)E W;’ 
then *x =--“y  and trivially *x zV* x. The assumption ow implies y ==Y*x. Since 
z zy y or y z7 z it is now easy to see that z z~*x. EI 
Definition 1.7. If (X, 7) is a topological space the monad of the point x E X is just 
the set m,(x) := fl U E7,X EU *U (one can also regard m,(x) as the monad of the 
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neighborhood filter of x). We use as well the more suggestive notion y zi *X 
instead of y E m,(x). Moreover ns,*X:= U XE ,m,(x) is called the set of all 
near-standard points and cpt *X := U K c x compact *K is called the set of all compact 
points. 
We use very often the characterization that X is compact iff ns *X = “X. A 
topological space is focally compact if every point has a compact neighborhood. It 
is well known that X is locally compact iff ns *X = cpt * X. 
Important for the nonstandard characterization of completeness is the set of all 
preneurstundard points pns,*X. This set can be defined in two ways: 
pns.fX= n U *V[x] = (J 49). (1) 
VEYXEX .Y Cauchy filter 
Proof of (1). It is easy to see that m(s) = n FE ,*F is contained in the set 
pns,** X for every Cauchy filter % for I/ E Y’ there exists F E F and x E X such 
that m(9) c *F c * V[x]. This yields the inclusion part. For the converse let 
y E pns$X. Then the filter YY: = {A cX: y E *A} is a Cauchy filter: for I/E 7 
there exists x E X with y E * V[x] (since y E pns/X), i.e., that V[x] E Y__. Since 
y E m(YJ the proof is complete. 0 
It is easy to see that a filter 9 has the adherent point x E X iff m(Y) n m(x) 
Z@. 
Theorem 1.8. The following statements hold: 
(a) (X, 7) is precompact if and only if pns,-*X = *X. 
(b) (X, 7) is complete if and only if pns,*X= ns,(,,*X. 
Proof. (a) If X is precompact here exists, for any V E 7, xi,. . . , x, E X such that 
x c I+,] u *. . U V[x,]. By transfer *X c * V[x,] U . . . U * V[x,] c 
U x E x* V[x]. For the converse let VE 7. By assumption *X c lJ x E x* V[x]. By 
saturation there exists xi,. . . , X,EX such that *XC *V[x,]U .** U *V[x,] and 
by transfer XcV[x,]U ..* UV[x,]. 
For statement (b) assume that y E pns,’ X. Then the filter LY := {A cX: 
y E *A} is a Cauchy filter. Assume that y P ns IX. For every x E X there exists 
VE 7 such that y @ * V[xl as an easy saturation argument shows. Thus m(9) c 
*(X\V[x]) and th erefore m(9) c *X\m(x). Since this holds for all x EX we 
obtain m(Sr) c ( *X\ns ‘X), i.e., that 9 has no adherent point, a contradiction to 
completeness. The converse is clear by equation (1) and the nonstandard charac- 
terization of an adherent point of a filter. q 
Combining Theorem 1.8 and the nonstandard characterization of compactness 
we obtain the following well-known result: 
Theorem 1.9. A space is compact iff it is complete and precompuct. 
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A function f from a quasi-uniform space (X, “t) into a quasi-uniform space 
(Y, W) is quasi-uniformly continuous iff for every WE 2F there exists VE 7 with 
(f(X), f(Y)) E w f or all (x, y) E V, or equivalently, y =y x implies *f(y) 
calf for all y,x E *X. The proof of the following lemma is straightforward. 
Lemma 1.10. Let f :(X, “v) --) (Y, r) be a quasi-uniformly continuous function. 
Then * f(pn+*X) c pns,* Y. 
Now assume that (X, z’) has a Ti-completion (Y, W). We show that (X, LV) 
satisfies the following condition: 
*X =%, y * y =y *X for all y E pns,*X, x EX. (2) 
Proof. Let i : X + Y be the quasi-unimorphism and let *X =V y. Then * i( *x) zw 
*i(y) and *i(y) E pns,* Y by our previous lemma. Since Y is complete we have 
pns,* Y = ns * Y, i.e., that there exists w E Y with *i(y) zw* w and by transitivity 
*i(*x) =F *w. But i(x) is an element in Y and m(w) n Y= {w) since Y is a 
Ti-space. Hence i(x) = w. Now *i(y) zF* w = *i(*x) implies that y z~*x. 0 
It can be shown that condition (2) is equivalent to the following condition in 
Theorem 3.43 in [lo] which characterizes the existence of Ti-completion: For each 
%Cauchy filter 9 the set of all adherent points of the filter 9- with respect to 
r(z;/-l) is contained in the set of all adherent points of 9 with respect to r(y). 
Proposition 1.6(a) and Theorem 1.8(a) show that for a precompact space 
condition (2) is equivalent to the point-symmetry of X. 
Now assume that X has a T,-completion. We prove that the following condition 
(3) is necessary; moreover formula (3) implies formula (2) (choose y := *x in (3)): 
Y =y z, y =y*X * 2 =y* x for all z E pnskX, y E *X, x EX. (3) 
Proof. Since y E pns k X and Y is complete we obtain as before * i( y ) zw * i(z) E 
pns,* Y = ns* Y. Hence there exists w E Y with *i(z) zwv* w and consequently 
*i(Y) =9p- *w. This means that *i(y) E m(w) n r&(x>). Since Y is Hausdorff 
monads of different points are disjoint. We infer that * w = *i(x). Hence *i(z) 
-,*8x) and z z7*x. q 
Corollary 1.11. Zf a precompact quasi-uniform space (X, 7”) possesses a T,-comple- 
tion then X is locally symmetric and its induced topology is regular. 
Proof. If X is precompact hen pns, *X = *X and now condition (3) is equivalent 
to local symmetry by Proposition 1.6. The last statement is well known. Cl 
In particular we obtain that the (totally bounded) Pervin quasi-uniformity (cf. 
Definition 1.3) of a nonregular Hausdorff space does not possess a T,-completion, 
cf. Example 1 in [l]. 
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It is easy to see that for a complete Hausdorff space condition (3) is always 
satisfied since pns;X = ns *X and the monads of different points are disjoint. The 
example in [lo, p. 501 is a complete Hausdorff space which is not locally symmetric. 
Hence the existence of a 7’,-completion does not imply the local symmetry for a 
general quasi-uniformity. We also emphasize that Corollary 1.11 does not tell us 
anything about the topology of the completion, Indeed, it follows from Corollary 
3.8 and Theorem 3.15 that every totally bounded, nonlocally compact uniform 
space has a 7’,-completion whose topology is not regular. 
Corollary 1.12. Zf (X, 7) and (X, V’> each possesses a T,-completion (T,-com- 
pletion respectively) and if 7 and S-1 are precompact then 7” and P-’ are 
point-symmetric (locally symmetric respectively). In particular then r( 2’) = T( ??- ‘> 
is completely regular. 
Theorem 1.13. Zf (Y, SF) and (Y, GW-‘> are regular completions of (X, V) and 
(X, 57 ‘> respectively and if V and V ’ are precompact then W and y are 
uniformities. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.15 in [lo] the spaces (Y, W) and (Y, W-‘) are compact. 
Apply now Theorem 1.14(a) 3 (c). q 
Recall that a topological space is an R,-space if MC II for every open set (I 
and each x E U, cf. [3]. The following theorem was proved in [9, p. 581. We remark 
that the result is not valid without a separation assumption: consider the quasi-uni- 
formity on (0, 1) generated by A u ((0, 1)). 
Theorem 1.14. Let (X, V> be a compact R,-space. Then the following assertions are 
equivalent : 
(a) T(V ’ ) is compact. 
(b) r1 is point-symmetric. 
(4 7 is a uniformity. 
Proof. (a) a (b): Let y E “X, Y EX such that *x =V~ y, cf. Proposition 1.6(a). 
By compactness of T(?‘-~) there exists x0 EX with y ~~1 *x0. Hence *x,, “y Y 
and *x,, z~* x by transitivity. Since X is an R,-space we obtain *x zy*xO and 
therefore *x0 ~~1 *x. Thus y =“yl *x. 
For (b) * (c) let y =p, z. Then there exists x EX with z Z~*X by T(y)-com- 
pactness. Hence y z7* x by transitivity and by (b), *x =y y. It follows that 
z zsv y, i.e., that =7 and therefore y is symmetric. The implication (c) g (a) is 
trivial. 0 
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Let us prove now a standard description of the necessary condition of the 
existence of a T,-completion: 
Theorem 1.15. The necessary condition (3) holds iff for euery U E 7, x E X and 
every Cauchy filter F there exists WE T, a symmetric V E 27 and F E 9 such that 
(2. E F: 3y E W[F] with Lx, y), (y, z> E V] c U[x]. 
Proof. Let U E Y;-, x E X and ST be a Cauchy filter. By Theorem 1.5 there exists 
V, E * 27 with VO c pv and put V:= VO U Vi’. Similarly there exists FE *F with 
F cm(F) c pns,*X. Let z E F be such that there exists y E V[F] with (*x, y), 
(y, z) E V. We claim that z E *U[x]: Since (*x, y> E V we know that (*x, y> E V, 
or (*x, y) E V;‘. In the first case we have y zy.* x and .z zM y or y =I z. By 
transitivity and by equation (3) respectively we infer z zY* x, in particular z E 
* U[x]. In the second case we have ‘x =pF y. Moreover y =Y w for some 
w E F c pnskX; hence y E pns,*X. By equation (2) we infer y zV* x and we are 
back to the first case. We have now proved that the following statement is true: 
@FE *YKIWET’X~VE *P”)(V= V-‘)[{zEF: 3y E WIF] with (*x, y>, (y, z) 
E V) c * U[ *xl]. The transfer principle yields now the condition in Theorem 1.15. 
For the converse let y =V z E pns,*X and y zsy*x. Then Y:= (A cX: z E *A] 
is a Cauchy filter with z E m(F). Let U E 7 and choose F E 9 and WE T and a 
symmetric VG 7 with M:= {z’ E F: 39 E W[F] with (x, y’), (y’, .Z) E VI C U[xl. 
Clearly y =V z, and y zY*x imply that y E * W[ ‘F] and (*x, yl E *V and 
(z, y) E * V. Since V is symmetric we obtain (y, z) E * V, hence z E “M c * U[xl. 
Now z E * U[ *xl holds for any U E Y and the proof is complete. 0 
2. The quasi-uniformity 9 
If (X, Y) is a quasi-uniform space then the system { * V: V E DtT} is a filter base 
and it is easy to see that the induced filter 9 is a quasi-uniformity on *X. If Y is 
uniform it is well known that the restriction of ‘? to pns,*X is complete. The next 
(well-known) example shows that this is in general not true for quasi-uniform 
spaces. 
Example 2.1. Let X := [0, l] be the unit interval and Y be the quasi-uniformity 
induced by the sets U, := {(x, y): x G y GX + E) where E E R,. Since Y and Y1 
are precompact we have *X = pns,*X = pnsV yl*X. By Proposition 2.2, *X is 
precompact with respect to 9. By Theorem 1.9, *X is compact iff it is complete. 
Suppose now that (*X, 9) is compact. For each x E *X\m(l) choose r(x) as a 
real number strictly between the standard part of x and 1 and put U(x) := (z E *X: 
x QZ <r(x)} c *X\m(l>. For each x E m(l) let U(x) := *[x, 11. Then every U(x) 
is a %neighborhood of x. Choose O(x) open with x E O(x) c U(x). By compact- 
ness there exists x1,. . . , x, E *X with *Xc IJ ;=iO(xi) c lJ ~zIU(xi>. Enumerate 
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Xl,.‘.’ x, such that xi,..., x, E *X\m(l) and x,+i,. . ., x, E m(l) and choose 
E = 1 with E <xi for i = m + 1,. . . , n. Then E is not in U y=iU(xi), a contradiction. 
Proposition 2.2. Let (X, 7) be quasi-uniform. Then ( *X, 9) is precompact iff 
(X, 7) is precompact . 
Proof. Let I/E 7 and let Y be the set of all finite subsets of X. Since *X is 
precompact the following statement is true: (3F E “9) [ *XC U y E F* V[ y]]. Now 
the transfer principle yields the precompactness of X. For the converse let U E 5? 
and choose I/ E 7 with * VC U. By the precompactness of X there exists 
xi,. . .7 X,EX with XcV[x,]u .*a UV[x,]. Hence *Xc*V[*x,]U ... U 
*v[*x,]cu[“x,lu ... uU[*x,l. 0 
Definition 2.3. Let (X, 7) be a quasi-uniform space. Then the set of all totally 
bounded points is defined by 
bd,*X:={yE *X: (Vl’~Y)(34cX)[y~ *AC *l’[y]]}. (4) 
For a totally bounded space we have necessarily * X = pns,** X = pns, I * X but 
the converse is in general not true: the quasi-uniformity in Example 2.1 satisfies 
pns.-*X= pn+,*X= *X but it is not totally bounded (cf. e.g. Theorem 2.5 and 
2.6). 
Theorem 2.4. Let (X, 77) be a quasi-uniform space. Then pns,. v .-1*X C bd,-‘X C 
pns,,‘Xn pns,-l*Xand pn+,,I*X= bdkXn bd,-1*X. 
Proof. Let y E pns, v r 1*X and let UE 7. Choose VE 7 with Vo T/C U. Then 
there exists XGX with y E *(vn V-‘)1x]. Put A := I/n V-‘[xl and check that 
y= ‘Ac*U[y]. 
Now let y E bd,*X and assume y E *A c * V[ y]. Transfer of (3~ E *X)[ *A c 
* V[ y]] yields the statement (3x EX)[A c V[x]]. Transfer yields *A c * V[x] and 
hence y E * V[x]. It follows that y E pns,.*X. 
Suppose now that y E pns, 1*X. Then it is easy to see that there exists V E ‘3’ 
with *I/[y] nX= (d. Then A = *A nxc *V[y] nX= fl yields a contradiction to 
the fact YE *A#@. 
Now let us prove the second equation. The inclusion is clear by the first 
inequality applied to 57 and %*r ‘. Let y~bd,*Xnbd,-1*X and let UE’Y. 
Choose VE 7 with v 0 I/c U. Then there exists A CX with y E *A c * V[ y] and 
B CX with y E *B c * V-‘[yl. We can assume that A = B passing to the intersec- 
tion of both sets. It is easy to see that *A x *A c * U and therefore A XA c U n 
U-l. Choose x EA. Then y E *U n *U-‘[ *xl and the proof is complete. q 
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Theorem 2.5. Let (X, Y) be a quasi-uniform space. Then the following statements 
are equivalent : 
(a) X is totally bounded. 
(b) bd,*X= bd+*X= *X. 
(cl bd.$X = *X. 
Proof. X is totally bounded iff pns, V V I* X = *X. Hence the first inclusion of 
Theorem 2.4 applied to Y and Y1 yields (b). The implication (b) * (a) follows 
from the second equality. The implication (b) * (c) is trivial. For the implication 
(c) * (a) we use a nontrivial theorem due to Kiinzi: obviously bd,*X = *X implies 
bd,*B = *B for every subset B cX. By the first inclusion of Theorem 2.4 we have 
*B = pn+*B = pns r I * B. Hence “t and Y’- ’ are precompact on every subset B. 
By Corollary 7 in [17], 7 is totally bounded. 0 
It is conceivable that the relation pns Y V r 1*X = bd,*X is always valid but the 
author was unable to prove or disprove it. By Theorem 2.4 this is equivalent o the 
condition bd Y* X = bd Y 1*X. Observe that it is true for the case bd,*X = *X but 
we used for this the theorem of Kiinzi. Related questions are also discussed in the 
last section. 
The next theorem shows that (*X, 9) is compact if (X, 7) is totally bounded 
or compact. More generally, it shows that certain (not necessarily internal) sub- 
spaces S c ‘X are compact. The following condition ensures that S contains 
enough points: 
For all y E *X there exists x E S with y =Y x. (5) 
Theorem 2.6. Let (X, 73 be a quasi-uniform space. Then every subspace S with 
XcScbd,*XUns*Xsatisfying (5) is @compact. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 6.2(d) * (e>. 0 
3. The quasi-uniformity pg (X) 
In the next sections we assume for convenience that the quasi-uniform space X 
is contained in *X, i.e., we identify the space “X := {*x: x EX] with X. Let S be a 
subset of *X with Xc S. We want to define a quasi-uniformity on S which 
extends ‘Y. There are two differences between the following definition and that of 
9: at first a neighborhood of x E X has the size V[ x] instead of * V[xl, secondly 
we replace the neighborhoods at y E S \X by sets of the form * U[ y 1 f~ A where U 
is a member of a weaker quasi-uniformity % and A is a fixed subset of S. In our 
applications we choose A equal to X or “X. 
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Definition 3.1. Let (X, V> be a quasi-uniform space and YY be a quasi-uniformity 
on X with Z/c 7. On a subset S with Xc S c *X we define a filter F&4), 
depending on a fixed subset A with X CA c S, in the following way: for V E 7, 
U E 2Y define 
C(A) := u 1x1 x J+l u u {Yj x (IY) u (*WY1 nA)). (6) 
XEX Y ES\X 
By definition, r%(A) is the filter generated by r&A) with VE Y/, U E 22. 
Proposition 3.2. Zf ‘2Y c 77 are quasi-uniformities then ‘%$ A) is a quasi-uniformity 
on s. 
The proof is straightforward and left to the reader. Moreover it is easy to see - 
that i : (X, 7) + (S, Y&A)) is a quasi-unimorphism. The following relations are 
trivial: 
6c5Q*x) cP*(X) and F%(A) c??&A). (7) 
For the induced topologies we obtain analogous inclusions. Even in the case ‘2Y = Y 
(then we omit the subscript) the inclusion $c 5% *XI is generally strict as the next 
theorem shows. We say that (X, 7) is uniformly locally compact if there exists 
V, E P” such that V,[ x] is a relatively compact neighborhood for all x E X. 
Theorem 3.3. Let (X, 7) be a point-symmetric regular Hausdoqf space. Then the 
following statements hold: 
A 
(a) ~(ctr( *X>) = r(Y) on *X * T(Y”) is discrete. 
(b) r($‘“(*X))=r(@) on (*X\ns*X)UX CJ Xis locally compact. 
Cc) ‘?% *X> = %” on “X * T(F) is discrete and uniformly locally compact. h 
(d) V(X) = 9 on * X w 7 is the discrete uniformity. 
Proof. For the necessity of (a) let x EX. For Fu[x] there exists V, E Zr with 
x E * V&x] c FV(X>[x] = V[x] cX. Since X is a Ti-space we infer that puv[ *xl = 
{ *x} for every x E X. Hence X is discrete. Conversely, let x E X and V E 7. Since 
X is discrete there exists V, E 7 with V,[xl = Ix]. It follows that x E * V,[x] c 
V[x] = iQx1. 
For (b) let S := ( *X\ns *X) UX and let V/E 7 and x E X. By assumption 
there exists V, E ‘7 with * V,[ x] n S c V[xl. Hence * Vo[x] c ns *X. Since X is 
regular we infer the relative compactness of V,[x] by a well-known nonstandard 
criterion. Hence X is locally compact. For the converse we can find for I/E Y” a 
V, E Y with * V,[ x] c ns “X and V, c I/. Then x E * V,[ x] IT S c V[ x]. 
For the necessity of (c) we infer by (a) that X is discrete. Let ru(*X> be given 
with V E 7. Then there exist V, E 7 with * V, c CC *X1. Hence * V,[ x] c cpt *X 
=X for all x E X. Now it is easy to see that X is uniformly locally compact. The 
proof of the converse is omitted. 
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For (d) we show only the necessity. By Theorem 1.5 there exists V, E * 7 with 
V, c pu,. By (a), X is discrete, hence I’,[ * x I c pJ * x I = ( * x} for every x E X. For 
y6CX there exists V0e7 with *V,[y]c{y)U *V[y]nXc{y)UX. For z =7 y 
we infer that z =y or z EX. In the second case the point-symmetry yields 
Y =-5” z EX, a contradiction to ~~_Ez] = {z] for z EX. It follows that VJy] c 
p7-[ y] = {y} for all y E ‘X. Hence the following statement is true: (3V, E * Vxdy 
E *X)[ V,,[ y] = {y]]. The transfer of this statement completes the proof. 0 
The topologies &?(*X)) and 7(2%X)) are in general not Hausdorff, cf. the 
proof of Proposition 3.5. This is the reason that we are more interested in certain 
subspaces of ‘X. 
Proposition 3.4. Let (X, V) be a T,-space and ‘Z c Y be a compatible quasi-uni- 
formity. Then (S, E(X)) is a T,-space provided that either (9 *x ze/ y implies 
y=*xforallyES, x E X or (ii) S n ns *X = X and Z! be point-symmetric. 
Proof. Let y E S. The case y EX is clear since (X, 7) is a Tr-space. If y E S\X 
then the sets of the form ( * U[ y] n X) u { y} are a neighborhood base. If x E S is 
contained in all these sets then either *x = y or x E X with *x zy y. By assump- 
tion (i) we have y =x. Hence r%(X) is a Tr-space. The proof is complete if we 
show that (ii) implies (i). If *X =% y, the point-symmetry implies y =%*x. Hence 
y E S f~ ns *X = X. Since X is a T,-space we have y = x. 0 
Proposition 3.5. Let % c Y be compatible quasi-uniformities and X c S c *X. Then 
%$A) is Hausdorff provided that c zy y, and c =% y, implies y, =yz for all y,, 
y,ESandcE ‘X. 
Proof. We consider * U[ yi] with U E %. If we choose V E 7 with V c U then we 
have always ?&AXyi] c l U[y,]. Suppose y, z y, cannot be separated by open 
sets. Then * U[ yr] n * U[ y2] is nonempty for every U E %. By saturation there 
exists c E *X with c zv yi for i = 1, 2. Our assumption implies yr =y2, a contra- 
diction. q 
The last two results offer us the way to select suitable subspaces of *X as the 
desired completion. On the other hand the space S should contain enough “limit 
points”. It turns out that the following condition is appropriate: 
(VY E pns,*X)(3y, l S)[ Y zy ~~1. (9 
The following theorem is our main result: 
Theorem 3.6. Let 22 c 7 be compatible quasi-uniformitiesdf X c S c bd %* X U ns * X 
satisfies condition (8) then S is complete with respect to Y%(X). 
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Proof. Although we assEe that A =X in the theorem it is instructive to try to 
prove the theorem for Y&(A) and to see where we need the assumption A =X. 
Let 9 be a Cauchy filter on S and let U E 2Y. Then the following is true: 
(vFu(A) E~*(A))(3FE~)(3yoEScpns,*X)[Fc~(A)[y,l]. (9) 
We assume I/c U. We show that there exists n,eX such that E(AXy,l c 
*Uo *U[x,]: since yvE pns,* X there exists X~ EX with yu E * U[x,l and 
therefore * V[y,l c * U[y,l c * Uo * U[x,l. 
We consider now two cases: in the first one we assume that G, := F nX is 
nonempty for all FE .E Then (G F: FE .Y} generates a filter ZY on X and we 
claim that .!Y is a %‘-Cauchy filter: we have seen that for every U E ‘?Y there exists 
FE 9 and xu EX such that F c *U 0 * U[x,] and therefore G, c Uo U[x,l. 
Choose now y E m(g) := 0 oFE I* G,. Then y E pns,*X since 25’ is a %Cauchy 
filter. By (8) there exists y,, ES with y =% y,. We show that y,, is an adherent 
point of .?,a-, i.e., that 0 n F # lb for every F E F and every open neighborhood 0 
of y0 E S. There are two possibilities: either y, EX or y, EX. If y0 EX we have 
toshowthat~[y,lnF#~forallFE~and~/E~.Butwehavey~,y,and~ 
and Y are compatible, therefore y E * V[ y,,] n * G, # fl. The transfer principle 
yields V[y,] n F # @. If y,, E S\X we have to show that (* U[y,lnA u {y,J) n F 
# fl for all F E F, U E 2~. Without loss of generality we can assume that y, E ns*X. 
Then y, is in bd,*X and we can find B CX such that y, E *B c * U[ y,]. Since 
Y zv y, we have y E * U[ y,,] c * U[ * Bl c * U 0 * U[y,l. Consequently y E * U[ * Bl 
n*G,#(dand~#U[B]nG,bytransfer.ButU[B]nG,c*U~*U[y,]n7AnF 
since XcA. This completes the first case. 
In the second case there exists F, E 9 with F, n X = @. By (9) there exists 
FE Y with F c T&A)[y,l for some yu E S. But y, cannot be in X; otherwise 
we would have F c V[ yul and therefore F n F, c V[ y,,,] n F, cX n F,, = @, a 
contradiction. Since yu 6X we obtain F c * U[ yu] k4 U {y,}. If A =X we 
obtain F n F, = {yu). Hence F is the ultrafilter consisting of all subsets B c S 
with ya E B. Therefore 9 converges to y, and the proof is complete. q 
Corollary 3.7. Let (X, Y) be a quasi-uniform T,-space. Zf there exists a compatible 
uniformity 2Y c 7 then (X, Y> possesses a T,-completion. 
Proof. Since % is a uniformity the relation =% is an equivalence relation on 
pns,*X. Choose S as a representative system of this relation such that Xc S. 
Then (8) is trivially satisfied and by Theorem 3.6 and Proposition 3.5 it is a 
complete T2-spEe. It remains to prove that X is dense in S. For y E S\X the 
neighborhood VJX)[ yl = {yl U ( * U[ y] n Xl has nonempty intersection with X 
since y is in pns,-1*X= pns,*X. 0 
Corollary 3.8. Let (X, Y”) be a noncompact uniform T,-space. Then there exists a 
T,-completion which is not a uniformity. 
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Proof. It is a well-known fact that z/ contains a totally bounded uniformity Z. 
Choose S as in the proof of Corollary 3.7. It only remains to show that F%(X) is 
not uniform on S. Since pns,*X\ ns *X = *X\ ns “X f d (X is noncompact) we 
can choose y E S\X. Now apply our next proposition. q 
Proposition 3.9. L%V c 7 be compatible quasi-uniformities. Zf X # S I-I pns,-1*X 
(and XC S) then Y%(X) is not uniform. Zf (X, ‘?Y’> is point-symmetric and locally 
compact and S f~ ns *X = X then (S, F%(X)) is point-symmetric. 
Proof. Let y ES with y 4X. Then we&ve c(X)-'[yl = (z E S: y E c(X)[zl] 
= (y). Hence the indEed topology of Y&X-’ is discrete at y E S. On the other 
side we know that V,[yl = (y] u (*U[yl nX) is different from {y] since y E 
pns-1*X. It follows that v,(X) is not uniform. 
Recall that a quasi-uniformity Y is point-symmetric iff T(V) C ~(27~~). Since 
<?&X)-‘) is discrete at y E S\X we need only to consider the case y EX. Let 
V,(X)[ y] = V[ y] be a neighborhood. Since 2Y and therefore Y is point-symmetric 
we can find symmetric Vi E F, U, E 2Y with V,[ y 1 C V[ y 1 and U,[ Y I c U[ y 1. Since 
X is lpcally compact we can assume that * U,[ y] c ns *X. It suffices to show that 
G- (X)[y] c V[y]. Let x E G(X)-‘[yl. Then (x, y) E G(X). If x is in X 
then y E V,[x] and, by symmetry of Vi, x E V,[yl c Uyl. If x ES\X then 
y E (*UJx] nX) u (x). Since y EX we have y #xc, in particular y E * U,[xl. The 
symmetry yields x E * U,[ y] c ns *X. Hence x E ns * X fl S = X, a contradiction. 
q 
Corollary 3.10. Let X be a completely regular Hausdorff space. Then the finest 
compatible uniformity and the finest compatible quasi-uniformity have a T,-comple- 
tion of the cardinal@ of /3(X>. 
Proof. Let V be the filter considered in Corollary 3.10. Let ‘2Y be the weak 
uniformity induced by the set Cb(X, R) of all bounded continuous real-valued 
functions. Then 9 is totally bounded and ‘Z! c Y since 7 is the finest compatible 
structure. Then S, defined as in Corollary 3.7, is the desired completion. On the 
other side S (with the topology of g’) is topologically isomorphic to p(X), cf. [181. 
Theorem 3.11. Let (X, F’“) be a completely regular quasi-uniform space. Zf Y 
contains the Pervin quasi-uniformity .9’ then Y possesses a T,-completion. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.7 it suffices to show that 9 c 7 contains a compatible 
uniformity. Since we know no reference for this result we give here a proof: Let Z 
be the system of all zero-sets (preimages of zero of continuous real-valued 
functions) and let TV be the system of all co-zero-sets. Define S,,, := F X U U (X\ 
F) XX and let ‘Z be the filter generated by the sets S,,, with F EZ, U E 7,, and 
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F c U. It is easy to see that F!/ is a compatible uniformity (since for FEZ, U E 7O 
with F c U there exists F, EZ, U, E T” with F c U, c F, c U) which is contained 
in 9. 0 
It is a consequence of Theorem 3.11 that the covering quasi-uniformities 9’9, 
_EF and 99 (cf. [lo, pp. 28, 301) on a completely regular Hausdorff space always 
possess a T,-completion. The question of whether these quasi-uniformities are 
complete is very different, cf. 1161. 
It is well known that the Pervin quasi-uniformity 9 (cf. Definition 1.3) is 
transit&, i.e., that there exists a base 9 of 9 such that B 0 B = B for any B ~9. 
We mention that not every transitive quasi-uniform space (on a completely regular 
T,-space) contains a compatible uniformity: take T” as the system of all bounded 
open balls in R. Then 9(r0) is not point-symmetric, in particular it does not 
contain a uniformity. 
Let (X, y> be a quasi-uniform space and let S,- be the induced quasi-proxim- 
ity. It is well known (see [lo]) that there exists a totally bounded, compatible 
quasi-uniformity Fm inducing the same quasi-proximity as 7. We show that ?5< is 
point-symmetric if 7 is point-symmetric: 7 is point-symmetric iff ~(7) c T(?/-I). 
But y, and 7 are compatible and the same is true for x ’ and V ’ since 
(6&’ = 6,-l. Hence we have T(vm) = T(y) C 7(%-l) = 7(2<1). 
Theorem 3.12. Let (X, V) be a point-symmetric noncompact T,-spac%If *X is a 
K-saturated model then S := X U * X\ns *X is a T,-completion for Vv(X) of a 
cardinal@ greater than K. 
Proof. Choose ‘Z := V,. Theorem 3.6 and Proposition 3.4 show that S is a 
T,-completion; a saturation argument shows that *X\ns *X has not cardinal& 
less than or equal to K since otherwise X would be compact. 0 
Note that an analogous statement for a T,-completion Y cannot be valid: the 
cardinality of Y is at most 221xI, [25, p. 711. 
In Corollary 1.12 we have seen that ~(7) =T(F’) if 7 and V’ each 
possesses a T,-completion. Assume that (X, Vi-> is a noncompact T,-space with 
~(7) = T(T '>. Then the set S := X U “X\ ns * X can be used as a T,-completion 
for (X, VI and simultaneously for (X, ‘F-l) with respect to ‘%?&X> and a(X) 
respectively where s?/ := 7,. 
In the following we show that the quasi-uniformity F%(X) is almost never a 
compactification. 
Proposition 3.13. Let ?Y c Y be compatible quasi-uniformities and assume that V is 
precompact. Then S is precompact with respect to Fv(X> iff S\X is finite. 
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Proof. Choose I/E 7 and U E 2Y. If %$X1 is precompact here exist yi, . . . , y, f S 
with S c lJ ;_,~~(X)[yj]. Since c(X)[yl CXU (yl we obtain S cXU (yl,. .., y,,). 
For the converse assume that (X, Z;r> is precompact. Hence there exist xi,. . . , x, 
EX with XCV[xdU *. . u V[x,]. Let S =Xu(y, ,..., y,}. Then S c UE, 
~(X)[Xil U U ?=I v~(x)lYjl* q 
Note that we have not used the precompactness of 7 for the necessity part. If 
2Y is uniform one can show that in addition the precompactness of ?Y is a 
necessary condition for the precompactness of p%(X). On the other side the 
following theorem tells us that these necessary conditions already imply the 
compactness of S. Since we do not need this result we omit the proof. 
Theorem 3.14. Let Z! c T be compatible quasi-uniformities. Zf X c S c *X satisfies 
condition (8) and if S \X is finite and Z! precompact then S is ??&X)-compact. 
Theorem 3.15. Let (X, 7) be a precompact quasi-uniform T,-space and 2Y c 7 a 
compatible uniformity and S as in Corollary 3.7. Then the following statements are 
equivalent : 
(a) S is precompact. 
(b) S \X is finite. 
(c) S is a (Hausdorffkcompactification. 
(d) S zk regular. 
Proof. Obviously (c) implies (d). For the converse note at first that (X, V) is 
precompact and dense in S. By Corollary 3.7, S is a complete space containing a 
dense precompact subspace X. Since S is regular, a well-known corollary in [lo, p. 
531 shows that S is compact. Proposition 3.13 yields the equivalence of (a) and (b) 
and (c) * (a) is clear. For (a) * (c) note that S is complete (Corollary 3.7) and 
precompact and therefore compact, cf. Theorem 1.9. 0 
Theorem 3.16. Let 2Y c T be quasi-uniformities. Then the following statements are 
equivalent with respect to F%(X). 
(a) *X is compact. 
(b) * X is precompact . 
cc> X is finite. 
Proof. (a) * (b) is clear. For (b) * (c) observe that I&X)1 yl c {yl UX for every 
x E ‘X. Since *X is precompact there exist yi,..., y, E *X with *XC lJy=, 
~WIYilC{Y,,... , y,} uX. Saturation yields *XC (y,, . . . , y,l U {x1,. . . , xm} for 
some x1,..., x, E X. Thus *X is finite, and so is its subset X. The implication 
(c) =$ (a) is trivial since every finite topological space is compact. 0 
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4. The quasi-uniformity pS ( * X) 
We have seen that F%(X) is in most cases not a compactification. The reason 
for this phenomenon is the fact that the neighborhoods of y E S\X are rather 
small. But I%( *X) has almost the same neighborhoods as 6; hence we can expect 
a better behaviour. 
Proeition 4.1. Let 2Y c ‘F be quasi-uniformities and X c S c *X. Then X is open in 
(S, V,(A)). In particular, if S is a compact regular space then X is locally compact. 
Proof. Let x E X. Then x E c< A)[x] = V[x] cX. Hence X is open in S. The 
second statement is well known. 0 
Proposition 4.2. Let %! c F be quasi-uniformities. Zf z/ is precompact and % is 
totally bounded then every subspace X c S c *X is precompact with respect to 
v,C *xx 
Proof. Let c( “X) be given with VE 7 and U E %. Choose I@ E % with I# 0 @C U 
and put W := Wn W-‘. Since X is precompact with respect to 7 and totally 
bounded with respect to V (and therefore with respect to 2! V T’> we obtain 
x c V[x,] u *. . u V[x,] Ed X c W[yll u . .. u W[y,l for some 
X1r...,Xm,Y1,..., y, l X.SinceVJ*X)[x,l= V[x,lwe have XC U~“=,~(*X)[x,l 
and it remains to show that for S\X a similar formula holds. Let E be the subset 
of all yE{yi,..., y,} with * W[ yl I-I (S\X) z fl and for every y E E choose an 
element zy in the intersection. Since W is symmetric and W 0 W c U we obtain 
*W[y]c*~[z,]. Hence S\Xc U,,E*U[zY]= UyFE~&*X)[zIII. The proof is 
complete. 0 
The last proposition has an interesting consequence: Let (X, Vi-) be a precom- 
pact uniformity and let ‘Z:= ?. If S is chosen as a representative system with 
respect to =cz then (S, F%( *X1> is precompact and Hausdorff, cf. Propositions 
4.2 and 3.5. If S is complete then S is a compact Hausdorff space and therefore X 
is locally compact. Hence an analogue of Theorem 3.6 for pz( *X) can only be 
expected for a locally compact space. More precisely, we prove 
Theorem 4.3. Let 22 c 7 be compatible quasi-uniformities. Zf 2Y is a locally compact 
uniformity and X c S c bd,*X satisfies (8) and S n ns *X = X then S is complete 
with respect to F%( *X). 
Proof. We can continue the proof of Theorem 3.6 since we have used the 
assumption A =X only at the end of that proof. We know that for every U E ?Y 
there exists y, E S\X and Fo E 9 such that Fu c * U[ yol. Hence the system 
(* U[ y,]: U E 74 has the finite intersection property; by saturation there exists 
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y E *X with y E * U[y,] for all U E Z. Moreover, since y, E pns,*X it is easy to 
see that y E pns,*X. By (8) there exists y0 E S with y =% y,. It suffices to show 
that ye is an adherent point of 9. At first we consider the case y, E S\X. Let 
* U,[y,] be a neighborhood of y,, and let FE 97 Choose U E 2~ symmetric with 
U3:=UolJoUcUI. Since $#F,f~Fc*U[y,lnF we can choose WEF with 
w E * U[y,]. But (ya, y> E *U and (yv, y> E *U = *U-l; hence we have w E 
*U3[yO]c *U,[y,l, i.e., that Ff’ *UI[yO]#@. 
In the other case we have y0 EX. Observe that y, cannot be an adherent point 
since we work under the assumption that F, n X = d for some F,, E Y. Hence we 
have to produce a contradiction: Since X is locally compact we can find a 
symmetric UE Z such that *Uo *U[yJ c ns*X. We have y E * U[y,l and y =% 
y,. By the symmetry we obtain y, E * U 0 U[ yOl c ns *X. Hence ya E S n ns *X = X, 
a contradiction. •I 
I do not know whether the last theorem is also valid without the assumption of 
the symmetry of 2. Nevertheless, for a totally bounded quasi-uniformity ‘Z we can 
actually prove more (this result still holds if ‘Z is only Cauchy bounded, cf. Section 
6): 
Theorem 4.4. Let C?JC 57 be compatible quasi-uniformities. If 22 is locally compact 
and totally bounded and XC S satisfies (8) and S n ns *X = X then S is compact with 
respect to Pjj( *XI. 
Proof. Let (TJ, E s be an open covering of S with x E T,. At first we want to prove 
formula (10): For y E ns*X there exists x EXC S with y =%*x. Choose V, E y 
with x E V,[x] c T,. Then y E * V,[x] n ns*X. For y E *X\ns*X there exists by 
(8) an x ES with y zV x. Then x G X. Since T, is an open neighborhood of 
x E S we can find U, E 22 with x E * U,[ x] c T,. Choose W, E 2Y with Wx 0 W, c U,. 
Since x E bd,*X there exists B, CX with x E *B, c * W,[x]. Since y =% x we 
obtain y E * WJxl c *(W,[B,]) c * W, 0 * W,[ x] c * U,[ x 1 c T,. By local compact- 
ness we have ns *X = cpt *X. This shows that 
‘xc U (*V’Jx] ncpt*X) u U *(W,[B,]). (10) 
XEX XES\X 
Hence ‘X is covered by a family of standard sets (i.e., sets of the form *A with 
A cX>. By saturation this union is actually finite. Hence there exist xi,. . . , x, E X, 




The proof is accomplished if we show that S c U E1 V,,[xi] U IJ ysl * IVY/[ B,], cf. 
the relationship to T,. Let z E S. If z is in the first union of (11) then z IS in some 
* I/xi[xi] n *K. Consequently z is in ns*X n S =X and therefore z E I’Jxi]. If z is 
in the second union the statement is trivial. The proof is complete. 0 
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Recall that a topological T,-compactification K of the topological space X 
consists of a compact T,-space K and a topological embedding i : X + K such that 
i(X) is dense in K. A quasi-uniform T,-compactification of the quasi-uniform space 
(X, $7) is a compact quasi-uniform T,-space (K, 7,) and a quasi-uniform embed- 
ding i:X + K such that i(X) is dense in K. Clearly every quasi-uniform compacti- 
fication of (X, 7) induces a topological compactification; but observe that this 
correspondence is in general not injective, cf. Proposition 3.48 in [lo]. 
It is a natural question whether for every topological T,-compactification K of 
the quasi-uniform space (X, V) (seen as a topological space) there exists a 
quasi-uniformity V;, on K such that (K, V,) is a quasi-uniform T,-compactifica- 
tion of (X, 7). Since every compact T,-space has a (unique) compatible uniform- 
ity YY( K) which is the smallest compatible quasi-uniformity we obtain the following 
necessary condition for our problem: 
The restriction of the associated uniformity Y(K) to the subspace X is 
smaller than or equal to 7. (*) 
It is shown in [lo, p. 691 that (*) is also sufficient provided that z/ is totally 
bounded. We show that (*) is sufficient provided that X is locally compact: 
Theorem 4.5. Let (X, V> be a locally compact quasi-uniform space and K a 
topological compactification of (X, r(Y)). Then K is a quasi-uniform T,-compactifi- 
cation of (X, Y’;/-) for a quasi-uniformity 9 on K iff ( * ) holds. 
Proof. Suppose that ( * ) holds. Define 2Y := F%(K) / X XX and S as a representative 
system of =% on *X. By Theorem 4.4 and Proposition 3.5, S is a T,-compactifica- 
tion of (X, 7) with respect to p&*X). On the other side it is well known that 
there exists a bijection between S and K, cf. [19]. This bijection yields now the 
desired quasi-uniformity on K. 0 
5. The quasi-uniformity Fv(@) 
Let Y/c Y” be compatible quasi-uniformities. Theorem 3.6 shows that S := 
pns,*X is complete with respect to F%(X) provided that ~2 is totally bounded (or 
more generally if bd,*X = pns,*X). In this section we show that there always 
exists a quasi-uniformity on S such that the set S = pns,*X is a completion of 
(X, Y) with respect to this quasi-uniformity. 
Definition 5.1. Let Xc S c *X and Z be a quasi-uniformity on X. We call a 
family @ of functions 4 from S into the power set of X admissible (or Z-admissi- 
ble) if (i) y E *(4(y)) for all y E S and (ii) for every U E Z there exists 4 E @ 
such that for every y E S there exists xY EX with *(4(y)) c * U[x,l. The union of 
all Z-admissible families on S is denoted by Q,,,,. 
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It is clear that Qmax is not empty if S C pns,*X: let U E Z. Then for every 
y E S there exists xY E X such that y E * U[x,l. Now define 4(y) := U[x,]. 
Definition 5.2. Let X c S c *X and Z c 7 be compatible quasi-uniformities on X. 
If Cp is a Z-admissible family of functions on S define for every 4 E @, U E Z, 
VEY: 
G(4) := u (4 x Vbl u u {Yl x ({Yl U *(mJ(Y)l) nx). (12) 
XEX YGS\X 
The filter generated by the sets c(4) with V E 7, U E Z, C$ E @ is denoted by 
P&P). 
It is not very difficult to show that F%(Q) is indeed a quasi-uniformity with 
E&i> c I*(X). 
Theorem 5.3. Let Xc S c pns,*X satisfy condition (8). Then (under the assump- 
tions of Definitions 5.1 and 5.2) S is complete for F%(Q). 
Proof. We give only a sketch of the proof since it is similar to the proof of 
Theorem 3.6: Let 9 be a Cauchy filter on S. In the first case we assume that 
G, := F n X # fl for all F E 97 Choose y E fl FE 9* G,. Using the fact that F is a 
Cauchy filter on S and the fact that @ is %-admissible one can show that (G,: 
F E 9) induces a Cauchy filter on X. Then y E pns,*X and by (8) we can find 
y, ES with y =% yO_ If y, EX we can repeat the argumentation in Theorem 3.6. 
Let yO @X. Since y E *(4(y,)) and y =% y. we have Y E * U(4(yo)l. Hence 
* U[C#~ y,)] n * G, z fl and transfer yields fl + U[&,)l n G, C * U(4(yo)l nX n F. 
In the second case F. n X = fl for some F, E ST) we can repeat the argument in 
Theorem 3.6 since V,(+xyl c(y1 UX. 0 
Corollary 5.4. Let ‘Z c W be compatible quasi-uniform T,-spaces and S := pns,*X\ 
ns *X u X. If Z satkfies condition (2) then S is a T,-completion with respect to 
~&Q,J. 
Proof. We only have to show that S is a T,-space. Let y E S \X (the case y E X is 
trivial). Assume that there exists x E S which is contained in all neighborhoods of 
y. Hence x E * U[ *(4(y))] nX for all U E ‘Z, 4 E amax, in particular x EX. Since 
Y E pns, *X\ns ‘X the filter 9:= (F cX: y E *F} is a Cauchy filter with m(Y) n 
ns*X=@.For UE%choose 4~@,, satisfying (ii) in Definition 5.1. For FE 53 
we define #F E @,, by &(y):=$(y)nF. Thus for every UE%(, FES there 
exists + E @,, with * c+(y)) c *F. Hence the following statement is true: WJ E 
kY(XVF E 9)[ x E U[ F]]. Apply the transfer principle and choose U E * ?Y, F E *9 
with U c pg and F cm(T). This shows that there exists z E F c pns,*X\ns *X 
with *x E U[z], i.e., that *x =% z E pns,*X. Now (2) yields z =%*x, a contradic- 
tion to z e ns*X. 0 
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6. On the definition of completeness 
The category of all I’,-quasi-uniformities possesses two unsatisfactory and 
contrary features if completeness is considered: some quasi-uniformities do not 
possess any T,-completion, others have an overabundance of different comple- 
tions. Instead of restricting to a subclass of quasi-uniform spaces it is also 
conceivable to revise the definition of a Cauchy filter and consequently the 
definition of completeness. A very abstract approach can be formulated in the 
framework of categories. In this section we only want to discuss reasonable 
modifications of the definition of a Cauchy filter which are motivated by nonstan- 
dard notions. 
Recently Doitchinov has introduced the notion of D-completeness and he 
proved that a certain category of quasi-uniform T,-spaces, the so-called quiet 
spaces (cf. [4]), has a very nice behaviour: every quiet T,-space can be quasi-uni- 
formly embedded in a un@e (i.e., up to isomorphy) D-complete quiet T,-space; 
for uniform spaces (which are always quiet) the construction coincides with the 
usual one. If (Y, W) is the D-completion of the quiet space (X, 7) then (Y, W-‘) 
is the D-completion of (X, rl). On the other side, Fletcher and Hunsaker have 
proved that a totally bounded quiet space is already a uniformity. This means that 
the category of all quiet spaces is in a certain sense very small. 
A very important property of quiet spaces is uniform regularity : for every I/ E P’ 
there exists U E 7 such that m c V[ x I for all x E X. The relationship between 
quiet spaces, uniform regularity and other quasi-uniform spaces has been investi- 
gated by several authors, see [4 5 6 7 13,171. Let us recall some definitions: If 9 , f 7 7 
and 2%’ are filters of the quasi-uniform space (X, %‘) we say that (9, F) is a 
Cauchy pair of filters provided that for each V E SV there exists G E 3 and F E Y 
such that G X F c I/. It is easy to see that this is equivalent o m(9) x m(F) c py. 
Following Doitchinov we write (.V’, 9) + 0 whenever (9, F) is a Cauchy pair of 
filters. The space (X, 7) is called D-complete if for every Cauchy pair (3, r) of 
filters the second filter gr converges. The following notion was introduced by 
Kopperman: a quasi-uniform space is Cauchy bounded if for every ultrafilter F on 
X there exists a filter S with (2?, ST) + 0. 
Theorem 6.1. Let (X, 7) be a quasi-uniform space and 9 be a filter on X. Then 
every statement implies the next one: 
(a) m(F) C p&y] for some y E pns,*X. 
(b) l&e exists a filter 5 with (.5?, F) + 0. 
cc> m(Y) Cj.+[yl for some y E *X (or for some y E pns,l*X). 
(d) There exists F E *9 and y E *X with F c +J y]. 
(e) F is a Cauchy filter. 
Zf X is Cauchy bounded or uniform then all statements are equivalent. 
Proof. For (a) j (b) choose y E pns,* X with m(9) cpoy[y]. Then G,:= {x EX: 
* x E * V’- ‘[ y I) is nonempty since y E pns,‘X. Hence (G,), E “y induces a filter 
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base of some filter g. We show that (57, 9) is a Cauchy pair. Let I/E 7 and 
choose U E 7 with U 0 U c K Assumption (a) shows that {y] X m(Y) c *U and a 
saturation argument yields FE 9 with {y] X *F c *U. We claim that * U-‘[yl x 
*Fc *V: let ZE *U-‘[y] and WE *F. Hence (2, y)~ *U and (y, W)E *U and 
therefore (z, w) E *U 0 *U c * V and th e c aim is proved. Now let (z, w) E G, x F. 1 
Then *z E * iT’[ y] and * w E *F. Hence ( *z, * w> E * V by the previous claim 
and therefore (z, w) E V. 
For (b) - (c) let (g, ST) be a Cauchy pair. Then m(g) X m(F) c pY-. Choose 
y E m(g). Then m(F) cp[ y]. We show now that the inclusion m(F) cpu,[yl 
implies y E pn+l*X: Let I/E Y. Then m(s) c * I/[y] implies *F c * T/[yl for 
some F E 9 by saturation. Choose x E F, then *x E * V[ yl, or equivalently, 
y E * V-‘[xl. Hence y E pns ,1*X. The next implication (c) * (d) is clear and the 
equivalence of (d) and (e) was established in [22]. 
For the proof of the last statement we first need a description of Cauchy 
boundedness which is interesting in its own right: 
Theorem 6.2. Let (X, Y? be a quasi-uniform space and define Fz := IA CX: 
z E “A}. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) For all filters Fz with z E *X there exists y E pns,*X with m(Fz> c /_+_[yI. 
(b) (X, Y’) is Cauchy bounded. 
(c) For all filters ST, with z E *X there exists y E ‘X with m(Fz) c /.~~_[yl. 
(d) (Vz E *X)(3), E *XXV~‘E Y)(ElA cX)[z E *A c * ?‘[y]]. 
(e) ( ‘X, +) is compact. 
(f) (X, 57) isprecompact and (*X, T?> is (convergence) complete. 
If X is compact or totally bounded then all statements are true. 
Proof. For (a) * (b) let .Y? be an ultrafilter. Choose z E m(9), then Y= Y, 
(inclusion is trivial and equality follows by maximality of 9). By (a) there exists 
y E pns,*X with m(9) c uT,[ y]. Now appiy Theorem 6.1(a) - (b). 
For (b) - (c) let Fz be given. Obviously Fz is an ultrafilter and hence there 
exists a filter 373 with (5, gT;) + 0. This means that m(S) X m(S3;) Cuv. For 
y E m(9) we have m(Fz) c pJy1. 
(c) - (d) follows by a saturation argument. 
For (d) - (e) let (Q); E, be a T($)-open covering of *X. We show that for each 
z E *X there exists A, CX and i, E I with z E *A, C Ui,: for z E ‘X choose 
y E *X as in (d). For y there exists i E I with y E LJ.. By openness there exists 
I/~~with y~*v[y]cQBy(d)thereexists AcXwith z~*Ac*V[y]cU 
and the above claim is proved. It follows that *X = lJ L E Sx*Az and every A, is a 
subset of X. By saturation *X c U z= 1 *A+ C U ;= ,Uj . 
For (e) 0 (f) use Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 1.9.*k 
For (e) - (a) note at first that *X= pns,* X by precompactness. For z E *X it 
is clear that Fz is a Cauchy filter. We claim that @a := ( *F: F E Tz> is a filter base 
of a Cauchy filter g: let v E 9 and choose T/E 7 with * VC V’. Since s3; is a 
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Cauchy filter there exists F E 9-.-. and x EX with F c V[x]. Hence *F c * V[ ‘x] 
c f[ *xl. By (f> we infer that ST converges to some y E *X. This means that for 
every VE 7 there exists P E @ with F’c * V[ y]. It follows that rn(FZ) c * V[ y] 
for every V E 7. 
We have now proved the equivalence of the statements. Let 7 be totally 
bounded. Then bd;X = *X and (d) is satisfied (with y := z). If X is compact and 
z E *X then there exists y E X with z = y. It is easy to see that (d) is satisfied. q 
Proof of Theorem 6.1 (continued). (e) = (a). Let 9 be a Cauchy filter. By 
Theorem 6.1(e) e (d) there exists F E *9 and z E ‘X with F c p&l. We can 
choose y E *X with z =y y as in Theorem 6.2(d). It suffices to show that for 
everyVEZrthereexistsA,E~with*Aoc*V[y1.ChooseUE~withU~UcV. 
Since X is Cauchy bounded we can choose A CX with z E *A c * U[ y ] by 
Theorem6.2(d).Then *U[z]c*U[*A]c*U~*U[*A]c*V[y].If w~Fcp&z] 
then w =v z and z =r y. Hence w E * U[zl c * U[ *A]. It follows that F c 
* U[ *A] c * V[ y]. Therefore * U[ *A] E *F and by transfer A, := U[A] E 9. If X 
is uniform the implication (e) * (a) is well known. q 
We can prove now the following Theorem of Kopperman by nonstandard 
methods: 
Corollary 6.3. A quasi-uniform space is compact if and only if it is Cauchy bounded 
and D-complete. 
Proof. Every compact space is convergence complete and therefore D-complete. 
Now the necessity follows from Theorem 6.2. For the converse it suffices to show 
that X is complete, If 9 is a Cauchy filter then by Theorem 6.1 there exists ~9 
with (5, 9) -+ 0 and by D-completeness 9 converges. q 
Lemma 6.4. If (Y, Ow) is uniformly regular and contains a dense totally bounded 
subspace then Y is totally bounded. 
Proof. Let I/ E W and choose U E w with u[ylc V[ y] for all y E Y. It follows 
easily that UC V with respect to (Y, r(%?) X (Y, ~(%9). Since X is totally 
bounded we can find a covering A,, . . . , 
xTcI;icVandA,,... 
A,, of X with Ai X Ai c U. Then q 
,A, is a covering of Y since X is dense. 0 
In a former version of this paper I have raised the question of whether an 
analogue of Lemma 6.4 is valid for Cauchy bounded spaces since this would have 
nice consequences. I am thankful to Prof. H.-P. Kiinzi for informing me that he 
has solved this problem positively, cf. Lemma 1 in 1151. 
Theorem 6.5. Zf (Y, W) is uniformly regular and contains a dense Cauchy bounded 
subspace then Y is Cauchy bounded. 
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Corollary 6.6. A uniformly regular D-completion of a Cauchy bounded space is a 
compactification. In particular, a Cauchy bounded quiet space contains a compatible 
uniformity. 
Proof. The first statement is a consequence of Theorem 6.5 and Corollary 6.3. The 
second statement is clear since a quiet space has a D-completion which is quiet, in 
particular uniformly regular. 0 
The last result improves Corollary 4 in [17]: a Cauchy bounded quiet space is 
locally symmetric. 
The equivalence of (a) and (c) of the next result was proved in [17, p. 2.501 by a 
different method and improves a result of Fletcher and Hunsaker: every quiet 
totally bounded space is uniform. 
Corollary 6.7. Let 7 be Cauchy bounded. Then (a) and (b) are equivalent. Zf in 
addition F’- ’ is Cauchy bounded then all statements are equivalent: 
(a) 7 is quiet. 
(b) There exists a uniformly regular D-completion. 
(c) 7 is uniform. 
Proof. (a) * (b) is well known. For (b) * (a) let (Y, z%? be a uniformly regular 
D-completion. By Corollary 6.6, Y is compact. Corollary 2.3 in [6] shows that W is 
quiet. 
For (a) =z. (c) note that r ’ is uniformly regular by quietness. By Theorem 6.5, 
V is Cauchy bounded. By Lemma 2.1 in [6] the conjugate is also D-complete. 
Hence zP- ’ is compact. By Theorem 1.14, r is uniform. 0 
Corollary 6.8. Let 77 be a compact quasi-uniformity. Then 7 is a uniformity if and 
only if F is uniformly regular and Zr ’ Cauchy bounded. 
Proof. A compact space is a D-completion of itself. 0 
We finally remark that Theorem 6.1 implies also the fact that a Cauchy bounded 
space is D-complete iff it is convergence complete. The example [lo, p. 501 shows that 
(b) in Theorem 6.1 is in general strictly weaker than (a). Moreover (d) does not 
imply (c): let X be the precompact (quiet, smallset-symmetric) D-complete space 
in Example 7 in [17] which is not complete. Since X is precompact (hence 
pn+*X= *X> the conditions (a)-(c) are equivalent. But suppose that (d) * (b). 
Then X would be complete, a contradiction. We have no example to prove that (c) 
is strictly weaker than (b). 
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